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GETTING A TEAM TOGETHER GUIDE 
 

Getting a Team together is perhaps one of the most exciting parts when starting 
your business; it’s becoming a project of more than just one person (you!). 
 
With this in mind, keep positive during the process. Human Resources is a job in 
itself for people within large companies so do keep in mind that it’s not the easiest 
task, however hopefully we at least half the stress with the templates included… 
 

• Get yourself an account on upwork.com (or any other job site; however in 
here we recommend and base our training on Upwork due to its 
international reach that’s a huge benefit. 

 
• Have a  look  around  the  site  to  understand  who  is  advertising   for   

what,  and what kind of people are looking for the sort of job you’re 
planning to advertise for so you gain some industry knowledge before 
starting. 

 
• We  recommend you hire two types of people (this is based on the premise 

that you want the business to run on autopilot; if you want to be the only 
salesperson within the business, only hire ‘Updaters’): Updaters and 
Consultants. 

 
 

 
UPDATERS: 
 

• An updater is basically the Social Media Manager that will be maintaining 
the Social Networks, Setting Up Networks, and doing other ‘grunt work’ 

 
• Job Description text for you to use, trial instructions & pay suggestions for 

recruiting Updaters are in the [Job Description Suggestions for oDesk] 
document you’ll need to edit before posting 

 
• Once you’ve hired your first  Updater (or even more, if you have multiple 

contracts to hire them into), send them the edited [Independent Contractor 



 

Agreement] for them to sign, scan and send back to you to strike a formal 
relationship 

 
 
CONSULTANTS: 
 

• A Consultant is first and foremost the relationship between your business 
and clients. They are the sales people, but they also hold the strategic 
relationship, and because of this, they will also be in charge of 
communicating with clients & developing a clients’ Social Media Strategy 

 
• Job Description text for you to use, trial instructions & pay suggestions for 

recruiting Consultants are also in the [Job Description Suggestions for oDesk] 
document you’ll need to edit before posting 

 
• Once you’ve hired your first Consultant (or even more, if you find numerous 

people at once willing to work on commission),  send them  the edited [Sales 
Agent Agreement Template] for them to sign, scan and send back to you to 
strike a formal relationship 

 
• While they are in the process of getting this back to you, set up an email 

address for them to use that has your business domain name in it for 
increased professionalism & pass on the login details to them 

 
• After they have received the formal welcome to the team, edit & send them 

documents [Social Media Sales Rep Intro Pack] and [Sales Reps Sales 
Targets] to give them guidance and motivation for making sales. Also give 
them contact with your Updaters so they can communicate either with 
them directly (or through you) once jobs come up 

 
• After this, technically your relationship needs very little attention from you 

in the sense that the Consultant will be out there, making sales on your 
behalf and passing on work to Updaters. Give them coordinates of how to 
contact you in order to ask any questions, but apart from this, you should 
just be keeping an eye on commission payments and Updaters’ work 

 
To Your Successful Recruiting! 


